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TLAK APP
For On-tour Operation Management

GAME CHANGING APP FOR TRAVELERS & 

TRAVEL BUSINESS OWNERS

TLAK is the newest innovation in the world of travel technology

which, once implemented will provide you with travel operation

management, day-to-day itinerary related activities, real-time

helpdesk and overall destination management before and during

the tour.
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TLAK APP
Save hours in tour operations

TLAK works on three basic principles.
Simplicity, cost-effectiveness and ease of use. 

Simplicity

Through TLAK we have broken down the complex process 

of travel operation management down to simple tasks and 

these tasks are further managed through an easy-navigate 

web panel.

Cost-effectiveness

The result is a drastic reduction in time to cover all aspects 

of the tour and exponential improvement in how you 

manage your actual tour. 

Ease of use

The secret behind the simplicity of TLAK environment is 

the enormous amount of complex programming behind the 

application and smart use of our partner APIs.
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TLAK APP
How It Works

Signup 

Sign up for TLAKApp.com and we 

will help you to set up the account. 

NO NEED TO MAKE ANY 

PAYMENT..

01
Add Points of Interest

Using a dynamically-programmed 

and map-based form, you can simply 

add Points-of-Interest of any given 

destination.

02
Set Departure Details and 

Inclusions

Enter your tour’s start and end dates 

along with unique passcodes for the 

departure..

03
Create day-wise itinerary

Select each day of the departure and enter 

all related details.04
Add travelers

You may have a list of travelers 

already with you; upload the list on 

one go. You can also enter one at a 

time..

05
Add Flight and hotel

Add airline’s code with flight number 

and TLAK will take care of the rest! 

As for hotels, use the smart form to 

search and add your hotels.

06
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TLAK APP
How It Works

Set notifications 

TLAK gives you options to set alerts and 

notifications based on different scenarios. 

Even more, you can broadcast notification at 

any time during the tour in real-time..

07
Upload travel documents

Upload flight tickets, hotel vouchers, 

itineraries and all other travel 

documents so that your traveler can 

view and download. 

08
Add tour officials

Your departure is managed by tour 

managers, guides, drivers and so on. Give 

all of them separate passcodes so that 

they are distinguished in the app 

environment.

09
Publish your tour

Time to publish the tour to your application. 

To publish you need to have balance in your 

account; if you don’t have, add it now. 10
Now Use TLAK

Share tour passcodes and ask your travelers to download the app. Encourage your travelers to use chat to communicate with 

tour managers and in the group. .
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TLAK APP
Why its revolutionary app?
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TLAK APP
Features

Create itineraries

Detailed itineraries can be created very simplistically 

describing the events of the trip in a day wise manner. The 

itinerary is descriptive and will give you the highlights how 

your day will go. It also gives the inclusions and exclusions 

as well of the day, these include the tickets to a museum or a 

show the traveler will be visiting or if meals would be 

provided during the trip.
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Get All Tour information on the App

Complete information regarding the tour will be available 

on the TLAK application. This includes your flight tickets, 

the hotel reservations, your visa and passport 

information to the travel itineraries, the point of interests 

and the weather of the place where the traveler will be 

visiting for the duration of their trip. 
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Real-time tracking of multiple tours

It doesn’t matter if you have 2 or 20 active tours, you can 

easily track the location and progress of each and every 

single group. Checking the location of the group is very easy 

for the Tour operator as, if anyone in the group tour is 

connected to the internet, may it be the tour agent or one of 

the travelers.

Searchable map of POIs

This feature allows the traveler to search and see all the 

point of interests on an interactive map. The travelers using 

the TLAK application will even be able to see the 

restaurants, shopping centers, and transports in their nearby 

location. This will give them  basic information of  all the 

places of importance nearby..
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Alerts and notifications 

This is a very helpful feature which gives the admin exclusive 

options to interact with tour guides and travelers. The agent 

can send-

Scheduled notifications

Location based notifications

Instant notifications

On-app chatting

TLAK gives you the ability to share the amazing pic’s you 

click on the way with everyone that you are traveling with. 

This is a public group where other members of the travel 

group can even like the pic’s shared by other passengers..
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Auto-check flight status

This feature will send out automatic updates to the travel 

group members regarding the status and information of their 

flights. The travelers will start getting these updates a few 

days before the day of their departure. This keeps them 

updated about the current status of the flight.

Integrated Hotel list

This makes it very easy for the tour agent or the person 

using the admin panel to add the Hotel information. All they 

need to do is enter the name of the hotel in the search bar 

and select the Hotel that they want, after which the details of 

the hotel will he automatically updated along with the 

pictures..
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Share travel documents, tickets and booking details

The travel documents of every passenger can be uploaded by the 

tour operator which contain all the major travel documents that the 

traveler needs like, Air tickets, hotel reservations, museum tickets 

etc. all these can be directly shared with the travelers and they can 

access it even offline on their mobile devices. This saves a lot of 

clutter and load of physical documents that the passenger needs to 

carry. After the documents have been uploaded, travelers and tour 

mangers have to connect the internet once after which all the 

documents will be downloaded on their mobile devices and ready 

to be used even when you are not connected to the internet..
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TLAK APP
How it looks to travelers?

Profile

Travelers can create their own profile 

with detailed information such as 

Display picture, Email ID, Phone 

number and Date of Birth..

Itinerary

Travelers can view day wise detailed 

itinerary including Day Highlights, 

Day Notes and Additional 

information..

Inclusions

Travelers can see all tour inclusion in 

this screen..
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TLAK APP
How it looks to travelers?

Flight

Travelers can see the all flight details 

such as flight number, timings, tickets 

etc..

Hotels

Travelers can see the hotel details 

like name, address, amenities, 

pictures and hotel vouchers etc..

Point of Interest

Travelers can see the detailed 

information about the point of interest 

(POI or Tourist Attractions)..

MAP

Travelers can see the complete city 

tour map at once and filter it  with the 

city name..
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TLAK APP
How it looks to travelers?

Weather

Travelers can see the current and 

next 7 days weather of tour location..

Document

Travelers can see all the document 

that agent uploaded from the admin 

panel..

Chat (My Group)

Travelers can chat in tourist group 

and privately with the tour 

managers..

Contact Support 

Travelers can see the contact person 

name, phone numbers, email. to get 

on tour help and support..
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TLAK APP
Register now – www.tlakapp.com



Sales & Support

Website - www.tlakapp.com

Demo - www.tlakapp.com/demo.php

Name - Ms. Deepali Behl

Mob - +919667316123

Email: Contact@watconsultingservices.com

/tlakapp

/tlakapp

/tlakapp


